Annual Report 2017

Arkansas Advanced Energy Association
As the business voice for advanced energy in Arkansas, AAEA is
dedicated to growing Arkansas’s economy through the expanded
utilization of advanced energy technologies that make our energy
supply more secure, clean and affordable.

LETTER FROM THE CHAIR

Gary McChesney
CTO, FutureFuel
Chemical Co.

The Arkansas Advanced Energy Association is focused on policies that
encourage the growth of the advanced energy economy and workforce. In
2017, AAEA was actively engaged in the 91st session of the Arkansas General
Assembly and participated in key regulatory proceedings before the Arkansas
Public Service Commission, including the ongoing public utility energy
efficiency programs’ collaborative and the year-long Net Metering Working
Group. Tremendous potential to expand renewable energy generation exists
in Arkansas, which would significantly benefit the state’s economy by creating
jobs and lowering energy costs for households and businesses. As we enter
2018, we expect another active year at the APSC as AAEA serves as an
intervening party in a docket examining Distributed Energy Resources and
third-party data access issues.

Arkansas Advanced Energy Foundation
AAEF promotes greater public understanding of advanced energy
in Arkansas through research, public education programs, and
economic and workforce development.

LETTER FROM THE CHAIR
The Arkansas Advanced Energy Foundation has established a reputation
as the leading source for well-researched, fact-based data on the
Arkansas advanced energy economy and convener of educational
programming where advanced energy leaders and other influencers
discuss Arkansas’s energy landscape and opportunities for the future.
We witnessed the advanced energy market’s rapid growth in 2017 with
AAEF’s activities helping to foster that growth. With this market
expansion, the need for AAEF’s continued engagement has never been
more critical. In 2018, we will build on our successful record and
continue to encourage advanced energy innovation and deployment
through our ongoing educational and research initiatives.
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Elizabeth Hood, Ph.D.
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LEADERSHIP
ANNUAL SPONSORS
Thanks to our advanced energy business sponsors who helped make 2017 another successful
year for AAEA. These members went above and beyond their standard membership
obligations to help underwrite some of our most important projects & initiatives.
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THANK
YOU, ADVANCED ENERGY INNOVATORS!
P
owers of Arkansas is part of a team
that the University of Arkansas for
Medical Sciences put together to implement a system to reduce the campus’s
energy use and cost. The most recent
improvements to the campus HVAC system include adding a heat-pump chiller
at the Main Central Energy Plant
(MCEP). In conjunction with the existing
heat pump chiller at the West Central
Energy Plant (WCEP), the combined
heating water production eliminates or
greatly reduces the need for steam production at the MCEP. In addition, a new
heating water distribution system
installed throughout the central and east
portions of the campus connects the
entire campus to both the MCEP and the
WCEP heat pump chillers.
The use of the heat pump chiller and
reduced steam demands has provided
substantial energy savings over the first
full year of use. In addition to the heat
pump chillers, UAMS has implemented
many other energy-saving improvements
over the past eight years. These include
improved chiller efficiency, variablespeed chilled-water and heating-water
systems, chilled-water and heating-water
demand reset, and an overall improvement in monitoring and operation of the
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POLICY

Today, 770 advanced energy companies with a workforce of 25,000 people are
doing business in our state, according to research commissioned by the Arkansas
Advanced Energy Foundation (AAEF). The advanced energy economy contributes
$2.8 billion in economic output to Arkansas, per analysis conducted by the UALR
Arkansas Economic Development Institute. Arkansas’s advanced energy industry
has a key role to play in our state’s economy as the advanced energy transition
continues. AAEA is focused on initiatives that will allow the market to expand as
demand and innovation advances.

DISTRIBUTED GENERATION DEPLOYMENT
AAEA is an intervening party in the pivotal Arkansas Public Service Commission docket (16-027-R) examining
Arkansas’ net-metering rules and regulations. Tremendous potential to expand renewable energy generation
exists in Arkansas, which would significantly benefit the state’s economy by creating jobs and lowering
energy costs for households and businesses. AAEA is urging the APSC to allow the market to continue to grow
unfettered by unnecessary policy barriers that would limit further growth. AAEA provided witness testimony
during the two-day hearing (Nov. 30 – Dec. 1) and was an active participant in the year-long Net Metering
Working Group process. A decision is expected in the first quarter of 2018.
In March 2017, the Commission ruled that existing net-metering customers will be grandfathered into the
current rate structure, a position for which AAEA had strongly advocated. The ruling was good news for
advanced energy companies looking for new market opportunities and for consumers and businesses looking
for greater energy choice.
AAEA also sought and received intervening party status in a second docket (16-028-U), which represents an
historic attempt by the APSC to more broadly consider a comprehensive set of Distributed Energy Resources
and third-party data access issues. That proceeding will make 2018 another busy year for AAEA at the APSC.
PUBLIC UTILITY ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAMS
Under the Energy Efficiency Resource Standard adopted by the Arkansas Public Service Commission in
December 2010, utility energy efficiency programs have proven to be an important economic driver for
Arkansas and advanced energy technologies. The utility energy efficiency programs have helped add 2,000
jobs and counting to the state’s economy. That’s the finding of a 2014 economic study by AAEF, which
identified 675 contractors hired by the utilities to deliver their programs. The EE sector represents more than
9,000 jobs and more than $1 billion in annual sales.
AAEA continues to participate in the Parties Working Collaboratively (PWC) group with the state’s 7 public
utilities and other stakeholders to develop a plan to extend programs through 2019. The group’s independent
monitor has praised the state’s record of success and called Arkansas a leader in the Southeast and
nationally. As detailed in the latest program year report, most utilities exceeded their savings goals at the
portfolio level. Additionally, customer and contractor satisfaction remain high across the Arkansas EE
program portfolio of measures. Contractor support has helped to drive program participation; customers
report that contractors/vendors positively influenced their decision to participate in the programs.
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POLICY
ARKANSAS ENERGY PERFORMANCE CONTRACTING
Since the 2014 launch of AEPC as one of AAEA’s top priority policy initiatives, the program has become a
key economic development tool for state agencies, colleges and universities, and cities, counties and
municipal utilities across Arkansas. The Arkansas Energy Office estimates the total value of projects in
development at over $75 million. Approximately 9,000 Arkansas jobs are tied to energy savings
equipment and services and are directly affected by a vibrant AEPC program.
Energy performance contracting is a turnkey service, comparable to design/build construction contracting
with an annual savings guarantee. This method of finance provides taxpayer-funded public entities with
the opportunity to complete a comprehensive set of energy efficiency, capital infrastructure and
renewable energy measures at no upfront cost. AEPC projects are required to have a positive return on
investment, with savings exceeding the contract amount in all instances.
Participants benefit greatly from the facility upgrades achieved, allowing budgets to be reallocated to
address other needs. The state also benefits, as taxpayer dollars are actively being spent on equipment
and systems that are often outdated and inefficient. Several large energy service companies have made
significant investments in Arkansas while home-grown companies also are growing exponentially in
response to demand. AEO estimates that the economic impact of AEPC projects equals three times the
total dollar amount of a project for Arkansas communities.
The AEPC program is creating jobs, saving taxpayer dollars and conserving energy. The explosion of
interest in energy performance contracting in three years of the AEPC program’s operation shows how
valuable an economic development vehicle this program has become in a short period of time.
PROPERTY ASSESSED CLEAN ENERGY (PACE)
The PACE ACT of 2013 authorized the voluntary creation of energy improvement districts to finance
energy efficiency, water efficiency, and renewable energy improvements by interested property owners. A
bipartisan consensus of General Assembly members saw PACE as an answer to the financing barrier that
had discouraged property owners from addressing deferred maintenance measures and making desired
capital improvements that reduce utility costs and have the added benefit of improving their property
value. The payments (paid via a special assessment on the owner’s property) must be less than the
amount of energy savings achieved, so business owners experience an increase in cash flow.
PACE has been a leading priority for AAEA and its members since the advanced energy business
community helped secure its passage in 2013. Since that time, AAEA has worked closely with officials
managing the state’s active energy improvement districts – Energy Improvement District Number 1
encompassing the cities of Fayetteville and Springdale, and Pulaski County Energy Improvement District.
Other communities, particularly those in rural Arkansas, are looking to form their own districts to take
advantage of this economic development tool.
Arkansas Advanced Energy Equity (A2E2), the LLC formed by AAEA and Energy Equity Funding/Ygrene
Energy Fund, serves as a program administrator for the state’s PACE districts and works with program
contractors to identify potential projects.
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MEMBERSHIP
AAEA members are leaders in an exciting movement to grow Arkansas’s economy through the development,
manufacture and utilization of advanced energy technologies. From economic development to public policy,
workforce development to networking, AAEA is championing the growth of the advanced energy economy
in Arkansas.
AAEA wrapped 2017 with 65+ members, including 11 annual sponsors and 10 new members. AAEA
members are as diverse as the advanced energy industry across the state and include advanced energy
business owners and employees; architects, engineers and construction professionals; planning agencies,
energy advisors and consultants; utilities and independent power producers; local, state and federal
government officials and staff; colleges and universities; commercial industrial energy customers; advanced
energy technology adopters, site owners and managers; manufacturers of renewable energy and energy
efficiency systems; advanced energy system integrators; start-up entrepreneurs; financial providers and
investors; service providers; and more.

OUR MEMBERS
25x’25 Alliance
ACE Glass Manufacturing
Advanced Energy Economy
Ameresco
Arkansas Assoc. of Energy
Engineers
Arkansas Energy Office
Arkansas Oklahoma Gas
Corporation
Brown Engineers
CDP Strategies
City of Fayetteville
City of North Little Rock
Clean Line Energy
Clear Energy
Communities Unlimited
Community Solar Partners
Cromwell Architects Engineers
DeWitt Chamber of Commerce
Empirical Energy Solutions
Energy Efficiency Design &
Development Inc.
Energy Security Partners
Entegrity

Fayetteville Chamber of
Commerce
First Western Insurance
Forrest City Area Chamber of
Commerce
Fort Smith Regional Chamber of
Commerce
FutureFuel Chemical Co.
Harrison Energy Partners
HERS, Inc.
HISTECON Associates, Inc.
Home Energy Rx
IBERIABANK
Infinite Enzymes
Jacobs
Johnson Controls, Inc.
Kenneth L Smith Consulting
McKinstry
Mitchell, Williams, Selig, Gates &
Woodyard, PLLC
Opterra Energy Services
Ozark Integrated Circuits, Inc.
Performance Services
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Performance Solutions
Picasolar
Pinnacle Energy Services
Powers of Arkansas
Ranco
Richter Solar Energy
Seal Energy Solutions
Shine Solar
Silicon Ranch Corporation
SEEA
Southeastern Wind Coalition
SunPro Solar
T&T Green, Insulation Innovations
The Stitt Group
Today’s Power, Inc.
TradeWind Energy, Inc.
TremWel Energy
University of Arkansas –
Fayetteville
University of Arkansas – Fort Smith
USGBC – Arkansas
Verdant Solutions
Ygrene

EVENTS
Arkansas Advanced Energy Day
at the Legislature
Little Rock - March 14
100+ advanced energy business leaders celebrated
“Arkansas Advanced Energy Day” at the State Capitol,
spreading the message that the advanced energy
economy is a key driver of job creation and economic
growth for Arkansas. Gov. Asa Hutchinson issued an
official designation recognizing the first-ever Arkansas
Advanced Energy Day. Activities included dynamic
exhibits and technology demonstrations by AAEA
member companies, as well as a policy lunch where
government officials and legislators acknowledged
the growth of advanced energy technologies and
their future potential to the state.

AAEF Expert Speaker Series:
Karl R. Rábago
Little Rock – April 4
AAEF welcomed energy expert Karl R. Rábago,
executive director of the Pace Energy and Climate
Center, on April 4 in Little Rock. In his presentation,
"The Sharing Utility: An Integrated Energy Vision for
Distributed Energy Resources," Mr. Rábago discussed
the forces driving the modernization of our nation's
energy grid and what those transformational
opportunities could mean for utilities and
consumers alike.
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of Picasolar, Inc., Dr. Douglas Hutchings,
of Picasolar, Inc., Dr. Douglas Hutchings,
on May 10 in Little Rock. During his talk,
on May 10 in Little Rock. During his talk,
titled "The Nation's Next Energy Crisis:
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One of Abundance, NOT One of
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2017 HIGHLIGHTS

Advanced Energy officials stress
economic benefits of renewable
industry, energy efficiency
By Wesley Brown, March 15, 2017
Several lawmakers on Tuesday (March 14) took time
away from the State Capitol to attend a luncheon
hosted by the Arkansas Advanced Energy Association
(AAEA) that highlighted the economic benefits the
state is seeing from growth in renewable energy
investments and better efficiencies from new industry
technologies.

Advanced Energy Association Sets
2017 Priorities
by Kyle Massey, Jan. 12, 2017
The association, a trade group advocating
advanced energy technologies, detailed its wish list
in a policy statement coinciding with the session of
the state General Assembly that opened Monday.
The group's focus includes the Property Assessed
Clean Energy finance program, known as PACE, and
two items before the state Public Service
Commission involving energy generated on-site by
Arkansas homeowners and businesses.

“AAEA members are creating jobs and spurring
economic development in communities across
Arkansas by manufacturing, installing or utilizing a
wide range of advanced energy technologies,” said
AAEA Executive Director Katie Niebaum, a Little Rock
native. “Today, the advanced energy economy in
Arkansas includes more than 770 companies and a
workforce of 25,000 people.”

In Win for Solar, PSC Allows
Grandfathering for Net Metering
Customers
By Kyle Massey, March 15, 2017

Advanced Energy Has Its Day
at Capitol
by Kyle Massey, March 14, 2017
At booths encircling the second-floor rotunda, 13
exhibitors showed off their wares and services,
including the event’s presenting partner, SEAL Energy
Solutions of North Little Rock. Other companies
represented were Energy Efficiency Design &
Development, Powers of Arkansas, Johnson Controls,
Inspiring Energy, Silicon Ranch, Clean Line Energy
Partners, FutureFuel Chemical Co., Entegrity Energy
and Centerpoint Energy.

Ken Smith, policy director of the Arkansas Advanced
Energy Association, called the ruling a generally good
one for electricity consumers.
"The grandfathering provision allows existing net
metering customers to continue on the existing rate,"
Smith said, and it allows people who want to be net
metering customers to join under the current rate up to
when the PSC issues any new rate order later.
"There may or may not be a new rate, or tariff,
coming," Smith said. "But if you want to be a net
metering customer and have a standard
interconnection agreement with your utility signed by
you by the date the new rate order is signed by the
PSC, then you're grandfathered under the old rate for
up to 20 years."
13

Renewable Energy Crowd Hears a Power
Grid Visionary
By Kyle Massey, April 5, 2017
[Arkansas Advanced Energy Foundation speaker Karl R.
Rábago] said the first steps to utility transformation should
be harnessing technology, emphasizing community
solutions and shared resources, and turning consumers into
what he called "prosumers," who would not only consume
but also produce energy.
Entergy jumps into sun-fueled
power generation with ‘Stuttgart
Solar’ project
By Wesley Brown, May 9, 2017
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Lines are drawn in emerging
red-state solar policy
By Edward Klump, June 21, 2017
Katie Laning Niebaum, executive director of the
Arkansas Advanced Energy Association, said her
group will "continue to urge the equal treatment
of costs and net benefits of renewable energy."

According to Arkansas Advanced Energy
Association, energy efficiency and renewable
energy project are already generating an annual
economic benefit of $2.8 billion and 25,000 jobs
across the state. There are two dockets before the
PSC that is expected to boost renewable energy
generation in Arkansas.

How an Arkansas co-op used solar power to help
retain a major employer
By Jim Pierobon, July 27, 2017

Picasolar CEO Doug Hutchings
Has Big Reason for Staying in
Arkansas
By Kyle Massey, May 15, 2017

On Aerojet Rocketdyne’s 12-megawatt solar
system and the successful partnership between
the defense contractor, solar developer and AAEA
member Silicon Ranch Corp. and Ouachita Electric
Cooperative: “It’s a lasting investment in and
economic development multiplier for South
Arkansas,” agreed Katie Niebaum, executive
director of the Arkansas Advanced Energy
Association. “The project’s success has generated
significant momentum for the multiple advanced
energy initiatives that have followed.”

What keeps tech leader Doug Hutchings in
Arkansas?
The CEO of Fayetteville startup Picasolar says one
anchor is a new capital campaign to raise $3
million for his business, which uses advanced
techniques to improve solar cells and reduce their
costs.
But he has a bigger reason, he told the Arkansas
Advanced Energy Foundation in Little Rock last
week.
“My wife loves Arkansas.”
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In Utilities Versus Private
Generators, Electricity Credits
May Lose Power
Prop

By Bobby Ampezzan, Sept. 15, 2017

PSC Chairman Criticizes Plan to
Up Coal
By Kyle Massey, October 11, 2017

The [net-metering] group was formed to make
recommendations to the three-member
commission on what changes to make to the
net-metering rate structure going forward, and it
was manned with interested parties representing
traditional electrical utility companies and new
renewable energy interests such as the Arkansas
Advanced Energy Association, Inc., and solar
array installers.

The state’s top utility regulator expressed deep
doubts Tuesday about Energy Secretary Rick Perry’s
proposed rule to fortify the national electric grid’s
“resilience” by providing cost recovery for coal and
nuclear power plants.
Ted Thomas, chairman of the Arkansas Public
Service Commission, made his remarks in a
question-and-answer session after delivering the
keynote address at the Arkansas Advanced Energy
Association’s annual meeting and policy conference
in Little Rock.
…
The PSC chairman’s remarks came after a flurry of
policy conferences and awards presentations by the
AAEA, which honored Morris J. Jenkins as the
recipient of the Ron Bell Advanced Energy
Leadership Award.
…
The AAEA used the conference to showcase its
priorities of supporting solar and other renewable
power before the PSC, promoting energyperformance contracting and public utility energy
efficiency, as well as backing innovative advanced
energy finance programs like PACE.

Arkansas PSC Chair calls
Trump energy policy
inconsistent, says let
market decide
By Wesley Brown, October 10, 2017
The state’s top utility regulator said Tuesday
(Oct. 10) a proposed federal rule some critics
say would prop up the nation’s declining coal
and nuclear power industries would put the
Trump administration in the untenable
position of selecting “winners” in the U.S.
energy marketplace.
Arkansas Public Service Commission
Chairman Ted Thomas, one of Gov. Asa
Hutchinson’s first key appointments after
being sworn into office in January 2015,
made the comments following his keynote
speech at the Arkansas Advanced Energy
Association’s (AAEA) annual meeting in
Little Rock.
15
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Here Comes The Sun
Editors, October 23, 2017
Solar power advocates hold that solar customers
should receive the same rate for the power they put
onto the grid as they pay for electricity they take
from it, reasoning that they benefit utilities by
decreasing peak power loads and diversifying
power sources and benefit society by minimizing
pollution. The chief of the Arkansas Advanced
Energy Association says the PSC should let the
market rule and avoid “unnecessary policy barriers”
like more restrictive compensation rules.
Solar

Arkansas PSC hears testimony
on state’s net-metering policy;
subgroups split on state policy

PSC to Rule on Utility Rates in
Energy Showdown
By Kyle Massey, October 23, 2017

By Wesley Brown, Nov. 30, 2017
Sierra Club attorney Casey Roberts asked the
Commission to consider a 45-report by Californiabased Crossborder Energy that quantifies both the
costs incurred and the benefits provided by Entergy
Arkansas’ net-metering customers.

The two plans come as falling costs have made solar
panels more attractive to homeowners and
businesses, igniting a mini-boom in Arkansas. Seal,
which started in residential solar, has been doing
more commercial and agricultural projects …
Entegrity, a sustainability and conservation business
in Little Rock, started its solar division only months
ago but already has 600 kilowatts of projects under
contract, enough to power some 400 homes.

That study had the support and input of a broad
range of solar advocates and businesses, Roberts
said, adding that analysis from the report was not
establishing a new complex rate design.
“We are here merely to illustrate to the
Commission that net-metering is a good deal for
the utilities and ratepayers,” said Roberts, who also
spoke on behalf of the Arkansas Audubon Society,
Scenic Hill Solar, Seal Energy Solutions and
Arkansas Advance Energy Association (AAEA).

Those companies are all in the Arkansas Advanced
Energy Association, a trade group involved in the PSC
docket.
“Solar is an increasingly affordable option for
Arkansans, and it represents a growing industry that
aids the state’s economy by creating good-paying
jobs and lowering energy costs for households and
businesses,” said AAEA Executive Director Katie
Laning Niebaum. The PSC should let the market rule,
she said, and avoid “unnecessary policy barriers” like
rules allowing lesser compensation.
Seal CEO Josh Davenport agreed, using numbers
from his company to depict solar as an economic
engine that the state should allow to roar.
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From initial design to completed
construction and beyond, look to Powers
for the help you need to make your next
project a success. As the largest HVAC
controls company in the state, we offer
everything you need to maximize your
building HVAC systems for comfort and
energy efficiency.

WHAT WE DO
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building Controls
Controls Service
Mechanical Service
HVAC Equipment
Air Distribution
NEBB Certified TAB
Retrofit Projects
Facility HVAC Service
HVAC Solutions
OEM Parts
Training

To learn more, call us at 501.374.5420
or visit us online at www.powersar.com.

There when you need us.
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